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Its always my pleasure to write a release review for businesses who's campaigns we manage.
Here is a quick review for Shami [Restaurant|Dine-In|Catering]& Hookah Lounge in [San
Leandro|Hayward|San Lorenzo|San Francisco] Northern California serving the East Bay Area.
The Restaurant is strongly tied to the[Mediterranean|Middle Eastern|Middle East] area and the
[Restaurant|Dine-in|Catering|Diner] exhibits some dishes orginating from the [Middle
Eastern|Mediterranean} part of the world. This region of the Bay Area already harbors a strong
[Mediterranean|Middle Eastern] residence which always looks to genuine cuisines that remind
them of back home. I talked to a patron from Afganastan while I was there this week and he
stated that he has not experienced ingredients any closer to back home than at Shami. Of the 8
or so places to eat offering Mediterranean cuisines in this area, Shami is ranked the overall 3rd
highest in the East Bay Area, with 190 reviews at a astounding 4.5 / 5 overall rating (sources: yelp
/ google+).
Established in 2006, Shami Eating place & Hookah Lounge offers you the most natural
Mediterranean Plates fully prepared by skilled cooks that know (Middle Eastern|Mediterranean}
meals quite well. The fine dining provides a unique array of pleasures catering to the general
public. If you have a loose flavor that will welcome dishes that harness a variety of flavor than
[Mediterranean|Middle Eastern] is the cuisine you should try. We as Americans poses tongues
that yearn for sweet but balanced flavor in the majority of our recipes. With the cusines of the
[Mediterranean|Middle Eastern] , you look to ingest a higher combination of spices and herbs that
is lighter, healthier more wholesome. The cuisines Shami provides predominately deligate
sweetness to the deserts. Shami Establishment offers a awesome variety of each dish such as
Beef / Chicken / Lamb Shawerma, Hummus, Kebobs, or everyones favorite Falalfel. As well a
tasty variet of Halal platesThe offer catering that feeds has fed up to 150 people. Other occasions
are: Birthdays - Group Gatherings - Ramadan - Wedding Receptions - Special Family gaterings.
The owners are a family from the country of Jordan that immigrated to the U.S. The husband is
front of the house and wife back of the house. The children fill in the different positions from
server to waiter to cook. The one constant you will hear on Shami's constant reviews is customers
regular appreciation of friendliness of the service and a more homey, comfortable atmosphere.
I mark this restaurant as 4.2/5 for Customer Service, 4/5 for Product Quality, and 3/5 for
marketability.visit them atMediterranean Restaurants

